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Abstract. A semiclassical model of electron rescattering in a strong laser field is applied to the evaluation
of the probability of nitrogen molecular ion excitation. Depending on the ionization phase, a group of
electrons oscillate around the parent ion for several laser periods and rescatter at large angles. The effect
of ion attraction enhances significantly the probability of ion excitation by electron–ion collisions. The
total probability of ion transfer from ground to excited ionic molecular state and the corresponding dipolar
moment are evaluated for typical laser filament parameters.

1 Introduction

It is well known that if a gas of nitrogen molecules (or
air) is illuminated by an intense ultrashort laser pulse
at 800 nm, a UV luminescence appears in the form of
a group of narrow lines located around the wavelength
of 390 nm. Some of these lines correspond to transitions
between different vibrational levels of the excited state
B2Σ+

u and the ground state X2Σ+
g of the singly ionized

molecule. Their appearance is usually interpreted as being
due to direct multiphoton excitation from the molecu-
lar neutral ground state X1Σ+

g to ionic states X2Σ+
g and

B2Σ+
u with most of the final population in X2Σ+

g . How-
ever such an interpretation cannot explain a strong optical
amplification for the B→X transition at lines 391 and
428 nm (corresponding to the vibration transitions 0→ 0
and 0→ 1, respectively) at sufficiently high pump pulse
intensity, mostly in the direction of the pump pulse [1–5].
Two hypothesis have been proposed to solve this prob-
lem: one is based on an electron recollision model [5], the
other takes into account the role of intermediate reso-
nant state A2Πu of the nitrogen molecular ion to bring
a population inversion [6]. In this manuscript we examine
further the recollision model and concentrate on the dis-
cussion of results obtained under conditions of pump laser
filamentation.

The hypothesis of electron recollisions is motivated by
the dependence of the forward coherent 391 nm signal on

a e-mail: tikhonchuk@u-bordeaux.fr

the pump laser polarization [5]. Optical amplification dis-
appears rapidly when the pump pulse ellipticity increases
beyond 0.2. Such an effect can be explained by a recolli-
sion model. In the case of elliptic or circular polarization,
free electrons created by tunnel ionization of nitrogen
molecules never come back to the parent ions. They are
moving away taking a certain amount of energy from the
laser field. In contrast, in the case of a linear polariza-
tion, electrons moving in the oscillating laser field may
return to the parent ions [7]. These electron recollisions
are responsible for high harmonic generation, nonsequen-
tial double ionization and other atomic processes [8,9].
They affect also the rate of free electron heating in a
plasma in strong electromagnetic fields [10–12]. In this
case, the ion attraction of the oscillating electron – the so
called Coulomb focusing effect [13] – increases the proba-
bility of a close approach and thus the quantity of energy
transferred from the laser field to the electrons. The ampli-
fication of the line corresponding to the B→X transition
observed in the case of a linear pump laser polarization
together with the fact that the luminescence does not
change significantly between linear and circular polariza-
tions indicates the important role of electron recollisions
in the optical amplification process. Another confirmation
of importance of the recollision process for the coher-
ent amplification of the nitrogen ion emission has been
obtained recently in reference [14]. A strong dependence
of the forward emission signal on the laser wavelength and
pulse duration is explained by an interference of dipolar
moments of nitrogen ions excited by electron recollisions.
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A simple one-dimensional model of recollision exci-
tation of a molecular nitrogen ion was considered in
references [5,14]. An electron is liberated by a tunnel
process during the laser pulse and is moving in the oscil-
lating laser electric field. For an electron returning to
the parent ion, the effect of ion attraction was neglected
and the excitation probability was introduced empirically.
Although such an approach allows describing reasonably
well the dynamics of electron motion, it cannot evaluate
correctly the excitation probability, because it does not
account for the quantum divergence of the electron cloud
as it moves in the laser field, and for the attraction of
the parent ion. Motivated by the observations described
in references [5,14], we develop here a three-dimensional
semiclassical model of the ion excitation in the laser field.
It assumes a quantum probability of ionization of the
nitrogen molecule, a classical electron motion in the com-
bined electric field of the laser and the electrostatic field
of the ion, and an ion excitation using the experimentally
measured total excitation cross section [15]. The quantum
divergence of the electron cloud is modeled by a diver-
gent cone of electron trajectories distributed according to
the Gaussian function with an angular width defined by
the quantum-mechanical process of tunnel ionization. The
ion excitation probability in the recollision process and the
average dipolar moment are defined and their dependence
on the laser field intensity, pulse duration, wavelength and
chirp is analyzed.

2 Model description

2.1 Collisional excitation of the nitrogen ion

We consider a semiclassical model of the electron recol-
lision with the parent ion. In each elementary act, an
electron in the presence of an intense laser field is removed
from the outer orbital of the neutral nitrogen molecule
and is driven back and forth by the laser field around the
parent molecular ion. There is a possibility that it col-
lides inelastically with an inner orbital electron. During
this event, the inner orbital electron in the ground state
X2Σ+

g can transferred to the outer orbital B2Σ+
u of the

molecular ion. There are specific characteristics for this
type of transfer. First, it can only occur if the energy
of the incident electron εe is larger than the excitation
energy εBX ' 3.17 eV. This condition is easily met in
experiments [4]. Inside the laser filaments formed with
a converging pump beam [16,17], the intensity reaches
Ilas ' 1.5 × 1014 W/cm2. This corresponds to an aver-
age electron quiver energy '9 eV for the laser wavelength
λlas ' 800 nm, which is three times larger than the exci-
tation energy. The second condition for the ion excitation
is that the electron approaches sufficiently close the ion so
that the effective impact parameter is within the radius
defined by the corresponding cross section.

Instead of calculating the ion excitation cross section
analytically, we chose to refer to the direct experimen-
tal measurements [15]. It is found that the cross section
achieves its maximum value of σBX max ' 1.4× 10−16 cm2

at the excitation threshold εBX and slowly decreases as

the electron energy εe increases. In numerical simulations
we use an interpolation expression for the excitation cross
section, which in atomic units reads:

σBX(εe) = 1.32 ε−0.66e H(εe − εBX), (1)

where H is the Heaviside step function. This cross section
was however measured in interaction of a beam of monoen-
ergetic electrons with a beam of molecular nitrogen ions,
where the electron dynamics is controlled by the Coulomb
electric field only. The electron motion in our case is dom-
inated by the laser field with the exception of a short part
of trajectory near the ion. So, in order to simplify the prob-
lem but retain the total measured cross section, we assume
that the excitation takes place if the electron passes the
ion within a circle of surface equal to the cross section (1).
That is, the radius of this circle – the maximum excita-
tion distance – is defined as rBX = [σBX(εe)/π]1/2. This
definition leads to a slight underestimation of the excita-
tion probability because the electron energy increases as
it approaches the ion.

Such a classical representation of inelastic electron col-
lisions is simpler than the reconstruction of the electron
density in the vicinity of ion proposed in reference [18] for
studies of high order harmonic generation, and it has the
advantage of accounting for multiple returns of the same
electron to the parent ion. A good agreement of a simpli-
fied semiclassical approach with a direct solution of the
time-dependent Schrödinger equation was demonstrated
in reference [12] in the case of electron–ion collisions in a
strong laser field in a plasma.

2.2 Electron dynamics in the laser field

The free electron dynamics in the laser field and the field
of the parent ion is described by Newton’s equations. The
electric field of ion, Zere/4πε0r

3
e , where, Ze is the ion

charge, ε0 is the vacuum dielectric permittivity and re
is the electron coordinate with respect to ion, is approx-
imated by a central Coulomb electrostatic force. As the
nitrogen molecular orbital has a bonding symmetry, its
ionization probability is close to the ionization probabil-
ity of an argon atom having the same ionization potential
[19]. Therefore the contribution of the dipolar component
of the ion field to the electron orbit is relatively small.

The laser field is linearly polarized with an electric field
E = (E, 0, 0) and magnetic field B = (0, E/c, 0), where
E(t) = E0(t) cosϕ(t). The amplitude E0(t) corresponds
to a flat-top envelope, E0(t) = Em exp[−(2t/tlas − 1)12]
with maximum amplitude Em, steep edges and pulse dura-
tion tlas. This choice of the envelope is motivated by the
nonlinear clamping of laser pulse intensity in the filament
[17]. The phase ϕ(t) = ω0t+ (C/4) (t/tlas − 1)2 describes
a chirped pulse with carrier frequency ω0, pulse duration
tlas = t0las(C

2 + 1)1/2 and chirp C.
The initial conditions for the electron velocity vex(t0) =

0, ve⊥(t0) = v0⊥, and coordinate xe(t0) = x0 and ye(t0) =
ze(t0) = 0 at the moment t0 of nitrogen molecule ioniza-
tion are defined as follows. The electron released from the
atom is placed on axis x at distance x0 opposite to the
electric field direction. This distance is found from the
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tunnel condition, that is, the free electron energy in the
laser and ion potential is the same as in the bound state:

− eE(t0)x0 −
e2

4πε0|x0|
= −Ui, (2)

where Ui = 15.576 eV is the binding energy of the electron
in the nitrogen molecule. Solving this quadratic equation
one finds an explicit expression for x0. In atomic units it
reads:

x0 = −
(
Ui +

√
U2
i − 4E(t0)

)
/2E(t0).

≈ −Ui/E(t0).

We recall here the normalization factors: Eau = e/4πε0a
2
B

= 5.14 × 1011 V/m is the atomic electric field, ωau =
eEauaB/~ = 41 fs−1 is the inverse atomic time, aB =
4πε0~2/mee

2 = 0.0529 nm is the Bohr radius, and me

is the electron mass. In practice, for a laser intensity
Ilas = 1.5 × 1014 W/cm2 at wavelength λlas = 800 nm,
the laser field amplitude is '0.066 a.u., the laser period
T = 2πc/λlas ' 110 a.u., and the typical distance of elec-
tron release is about 4–8 a.u. The latter is sufficient for
the electron initial dynamics to be dominated by the laser
electric force, but it is about 10 times smaller than the
typical electron excursion length in the laser field. The
initial electron velocity in the electric field direction is set
to zero, as it in any case much smaller than the one gained
from the laser. In contrast, the transverse velocity is cho-
sen within the probability distribution defined according
to references [20,21] by a Gaussian function

pv(v0⊥) =
1

〈v⊥〉2
exp

(
− v20⊥

2〈v⊥〉2

)
. (3)

These initial conditions are very similar to those used in
reference [13] for modeling the double ionization of helium.
The expression for the characteristic dispersion velocity
〈v⊥〉 is given by equation (8) in Section 2.3.

The electron orbit has been calculated by solving the
dynamic equations. For the numerical integration they
have been presented in the atomic units as follows:

d2xe
dt2

= −E(t)

(
1− αdze

dt

)
− xe

(r2e + ε2)3/2
,

d2ye
dt2

= − ye
(r2e + ε2)3/2

,

d2ze
dt2

= −αE(t)
dxe
dt
− ze

(r2e + ε2)3/2
, (4)

where Z = 1, re = (x2e + y2e + z2e)1/2, α = e2/4πε0~c =
1/137 is the fine structure constant and ε ' 0.05 is a
small factor softening the Coulomb potential at small
distances. These equations were solved numerically using
the “Mathematica” or “Python” packages starting from
time t0. As soon as the dynamic equations were solved
numerically, the electron trajectory re(t) and electron
energy εe = 1

2mev
2
e were analyzed according to the ion

excitation criterion. If along the trajectory the condition
re(t) ≤ rXB(εe(t)) was met and the electron energy was
larger than the excitation energy, the corresponding time
ts is recorded and the ion considered to be excited.

A typical electron orbit is shown in Figure 1a. An elec-
tron is born at the position x0 ≈ −5, it moves in the
electric field to distance x ∼ −20 and then returns back
to the ion. While passing close by, it is attracted by the
Coulomb force and briskly changes its direction. In this
particular case the excitation condition was satisfied and
the ion is assumed to be excited. The zoom in Figure 1b
of the recollision event shows the dominant role of the
Coulomb force as the electron–ion distance at that time
is comparable to the size of ion. This is confirmed in
Figure 1c showing the time dependence of the electron–ion
distance and the electron kinetic energy. In particular, the
energy is more than 2 a.u., which exceeds the laser pon-
deromotive potential more than 5 times. The increase of
the electron energy at the moment of collision from 1.5 to
2.5 a.u. is due to the Coulomb attraction.

The ion Coulomb force strongly deviates the electron
orbit so it either rejected far from the ion or can be
trapped temporarily in a close orbit for a few cycles, but
it is eventually liberated by the electric field and is ejected
in some arbitrary direction. The role of the laser magnetic
field is very minor. Neglecting the magnetic field compo-
nent in equation (4) (by formally setting α = 0) results
in an axial symmetry around the x-axis and in a planar
trajectory in the plane defined by the laser polarization
(x-axis) and the direction of initial transverse velocity.
Accounting for the magnetic field component leads to a
small deviation of the symmetry axis in the x, z-plane,
which has no significant effect on the recollision probabil-
ity. For this reason and also for saving simulation time,
the calculations were conducted in the planar geometry
and the results were averaged over the electron initial
distribution assuming the axial symmetry.

The duration of each run was chosen empirically to cor-
respond to the time when the electron finds itself far away
from the ion. In practice, the electron passes several times
near the parent ion before going away. The ion excita-
tion is possible at any crossing provided the electron–ion
distance satisfies the excitation criterion, but the proba-
bility decreases with time. About half of the recollision
excitations were detected within one period after the elec-
tron release. They correspond to electrons launched with
a very small transverse velocity and at times a little after
the laser field maximum. The electrons launched before
the laser field maximum and with larger transverse veloc-
ities may enter in the recollision at subsequent crossings
or leave the ion without recollision.

2.3 Ionization of the nitrogen molecule in a laser field

The atom ionization rate in an oscillating electric field
E(t) was calculated by Perelomov et al. [20] and discussed
in detail in review [21]. There are two limits depending on
the value of the Keldysh parameter

γ(E) = (ω0/e|E|) (2meUi)
1/2. (5)
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Fig. 1. Typical three dimensional trajectory (red) of the electron. The black dot shows the position of the ion. (a) General view
of the trajectory from the born time t0 and past the recollision time. (b) Enlarged view near the recollision event during the
time of 3 a.u. (c) Distance electron–ion (red) and electron kinetic energy (blue) during the recollision event in atomic units.

The limit γ � 1 corresponds to the multiphoton ioniza-
tion, contrary to the tunnel ionization in the opposite
limit. The PPT model [20] provides quite accurate expres-
sions for the ionization rate in both limits [22]. Moreover,
it applies in the intermediate case γ ∼ 1, which corre-
sponds to the set parameters we are interested in. A
detailed comparison of strong field ionization of diatomic
molecules with their companion atoms having nearly equal
ionization potentials [23,24] shows a very small difference
in the case of the nitrogen molecule. The ionization rate
from level with orbital quantum number l = 0 is written
as follows:

wion(E) = ωau

√
3

2π
κ2C2

k

(
2κ3Eau

|E|

)2n∗−3/2

× exp

(
−2κ3Eau

3|E|
g(γ)

)
, (6)

where κ =
√

2Ui/~ωau, Ck = 2n
∗
/Γ (n∗ + 1), n∗ = Z/κ,

and

g(γ) = (3/2γ)
[
(1 + 1/2γ2) arcsinhγ −

√
1 + γ2/2γ

]
.

The lowest ionization potential Ui = 15.576 eV of nitrogen
molecule corresponds to the 3σg orbital [25]. Using expres-
sion (6), one can evaluate the ionization probability per
half laser period,

Wk ion =

∫ (k+1)T/2

kT/2

dtwion(E(t)),

Fig. 2. (a) Dependence of the nitrogen ionization probabil-
ity over a half laser period Wk ion/Wion (thick line) on time.
It is normalized to the total ionization probability (7). Gray
line shows the time dependence of the laser field in arbitrary
units. (b) Time dependence of the nitrogen ionization rate
within a half of laser cycle k = 10 normalized to the ionization
probability over a half of laser cycle wion(E(t))T/2Wk ion.

where k is an integer number and T = 2π/ω0 is the laser
period. Consequently, the total ionization probability is
calculated as a sum over the entire laser pulse duration:

Wion =
M∑
1

Wk ion, (7)

where M = [2tlas/T ] is the total number of laser half peri-
ods. It is assumed that the pulse duration is sufficiently
short so that the fraction of ionized molecules is small,
Wion � 1.

Figure 2a shows the ionization probability Wk ion of the
molecular nitrogen over a half laser period for a laser max-
imum intensity 1.5 × 1014 W/cm2, a wavelength 800 nm
and a pulse duration of 30 fs. It is normalized to the total
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Fig. 3. Examples of electron orbits in the x, z plane (in a.u.) leading to the recollision and ion excitation. The laser intensity
is 1.5 × 1014 W/cm2, the wavelength 800 nm. (a) The ionization time is t0 = 5.99T , that is 0.01T before the maximum of the
laser field, the initial transverse velocities are 0.017 (red), 0.110 (green) and 0.155 (blue) a.u. (b) The ionization time is 0.025T
before the maximum of the laser field, the initial transverse velocities are 0.015 (red), 0.0638 (green), 0.087 (light blue), 0.168
(blue) and 0.200 (mauve) a.u. The electric field at t0 is directed in the positive direction of the x-axis.

ionization probability Wion, which is 2.6% in this particu-
lar case. The ionization process takes place within 9 laser
periods, which is comparable with the laser pulse dura-
tion. The ionization process is tightly localized near the
laser electric field extrema. According to Figure 2b, the
ionization takes place over 20% of the period near each
maximum. Only these time intervals are interesting for
studies of the recollision process. In numerical simulations
we extended this time interval to 25% around each field
extremum for completeness.

The ionization in the ion ground state X2Σ+
g can be

compared with the field ionization in the ion excited state
B2Σ+

u . The binding energy of an electron in the nitro-
gen molecule at the orbital 2σu is Ui = 18.746 eV. The
probability of ejection of that electron is approximately
two orders of magnitude smaller than the electron at the
higher orbital 3σg. That is, the laser field ionization cre-
ates about 1.5% nitrogen ions in the excited state for a
laser intensity 1.5× 1014 W/cm2 and a pulse duration of
30 fs. This number increases to 2.5% in the case of a laser
intensity of 2× 1014 W/cm2.

According to references [20,21], the ionization prob-
ability is maximal for an electron released with zero
kinetic energy. The dependence of the ionization proba-
bility on the component of electron velocity perpendicular
to the electric field is given by equation (3), where the
characteristic velocity reads:

〈v⊥〉 = (κ~ω0/2mearcsinhγ)1/2. (8)

For our parameters of interest the characteristic value of
〈v⊥〉 is ∼0.2 a.u.

3 Simulation results

3.1 Average over the transverse initial velocities

Quantum divergence of the electron cloud is an impor-
tant part of the recollision process. It is modeled with a
bunch of electron trajectories generated at the same ion-
ization time with the same initial conditions except for the
transverse velocity, which is varied according to quantum

probability (3). It was found in test runs that electrons lib-
erated with transverse velocities v0⊥ > 〈v⊥〉 never come
back close to the parent ion. For that reason in simula-
tions we limited v0⊥ by the cutoff of vmax⊥ = 0.25 & 〈v⊥〉
and used Nv ' 500 trial electrons with the velocities v⊥n
homogeneously distributed over the interval from 0 to
vmax⊥ with the step ∆v⊥ = vmax⊥/Nv.

The collision time ts has been recorded in each run
where the electron trajectory verified the ion excitation
conditions re(t) ≤ rBX(εe(t)). If electrons would follow
similar orbits, time ts would be a smooth function of the
initial velocity, but it is not the case. As it is shown in
Figure 3, there are several possible orbits corresponding
to quite different collision times depending on the ion-
ization time and initial velocity. The electrons released
with a very small transverse velocity v⊥ < 0.03–0.05 a.u.
have a large probability to return to the ion within one
laser period. The red lines in panels (a) and (b) show such
trajectories. However, such electrons represent a relatively
small fraction of the whole distribution (3), and their con-
tribution to the excitation probability is relatively small.
The electrons released with larger transverse velocities do
not return to the ion in the first laser period, but they
are passing nearby and their trajectory is influenced by
ion attraction. These electrons have a large probability to
approach the ion after two, three or even four returns (see
green and blue curves in Fig. 3). Such orbits are observed
for the electrons released a short time before the maximum
of the laser field. These electrons are making the most
significant contribution to the total excitation probability.

An example of electron recollision characteristics for a
given launch time is shown in Figure 4. The recollision
time is constant and equal approximately to the laser
period for small perpendicular velocities ranging from 0
to 0.03 a.u. The electron energy at the recollision moment
is increasing enormously because of the Coulomb attrac-
tion as the electron passes close to the ion. The recollision
dynamics becomes more complicated for larger initial
transverse velocities. There are groups of trajectories cor-
responding to different recollision times, as it is shown
in Figure 3, corresponding to rather high electron ener-
gies. The recollision time increases with the initial electron
velocity, achieving values of about three laser periods for
large v0⊥.
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Fig. 4. Dependence of the recollision characteristics in a series of 500 trials with the initial electron perpendicular velocity
varying from 0 to 0.25 a.u.: (a) collision time in units of laser period; (b) electron energy at the collision time in a.u. The laser
parameters are the same as in Figure 3b.

The excitation probability for a given launch time t0 can
be introduced as an average over the initial distribution
of electrons over the transverse velocities:

wBX(t0) =

∫ vmax⊥

0

dv⊥v⊥pv(v⊥)H[rBX(εe(ts))− re(ts)]

×H[εe(ts)− εBX ] (9)

where pv is the initial electron distribution function
defined by equation (3). The two Heaviside functions
select the electrons verifying the ion excitation conditions.
The convergence of the averaging procedure has been veri-
fied by increasing the number of trail electrons Nv, so that
the excitation probability was calculated with a precision
better than a few percent.

Typically, the probability of excitation wBX is of a few
percent because of the divergence of the electron cloud.
This value can be crudely estimated as a ratio of the
excitation cross section (1) to the cross section of the
electron cloud returning to the parent ion. The maxi-
mum excitation cross section is ∼10 a.u. corresponding to
a radius of interaction ∼2 a.u. It has to be compared to
the characteristic radius of an electron cloud after one
laser period ∼ 〈v⊥〉T ' 0.2× 100 ' 20 a.u. Thus the typ-
ical cross section of the electron cloud at the time of the
first recollision is∼1000 a.u., which is hundred times larger
than the excitation cross section. This crude estimate cor-
responds to the one proposed in reference [26]. However,
the recollisions at subsequent electron returns increase the
probability of ion excitation by a factor of 2–3. Thus rec-
ollisions are indeed important for the proper evaluation of
the total number of excited ions.

A similar approach can be used to calculate the average
dipole momentum of excited ions, dB = 〈−erB〉, where
rB is the B2Σ+

u electron orbital. The absolute value of
the dipole momentum for the B→X transition is known,
dBX ' 0.7 a.u. [27], and its direction and phase are defined
by the recollision conditions. It follows from the symme-
try of interaction that only the component of momentum
parallel to the electric field direction is non-zero. Then the
average dipolar momentum for t > ts can be written as
dBXpBX(t0) exp(−iωBXt), where ωBX = εBX/~ and the

probability pBX(t0) for the launch time t0 is calculated as
follows:

pBX(t0) =

∫ vmax⊥

0

dv⊥v⊥pv(v⊥)H[rBX(εe(ts))− re(ts)]

×H[εe(ts)− εBX ] cos θse
−iωBXts . (10)

Here, θs is the angle of momentum transferred to the ion
in the recollision process with respect to the x-axis. It
is defined as a difference between the moments of the
electron approaching and leaving the ion at a distance
re ' rBX . The last factor in equation (10) accounts for the
recollision phase. In fact, for two subsequent half-periods,
the electrons born at times t0 and t0 + 1

2T have approx-
imately the same ionization and recollision probabilities,
but they approach the parent ion from opposite directions.
So the contributions to the dipole excitation probability
from two subsequent periods partially cancel out. In par-
ticular, the dipole excitation probability is exactly zero if
the laser frequency is equal to a half of the transition fre-
quency, ω0 = 1

2ωBX and the laser pulse duration is equal
to an integer number of periods. This is a consequence
of the symmetry of the electronic states of the nitrogen
ion and the destructive interference between the B and
X states. This feature has been observed in paper [14]
and leads to a variation of the lasing intensity with pump
pulse duration and wavelength, thus providing a link of
the recollision model to experimental results.

3.2 Scan over the ionization time

The excitation probability per each half laser period k is
defined as

WkBX =

∫ (k+1)T/2

kT/2

dt0 wBX(t0)wion(t0)/Wion. (11)

For the sake of convenience, it is normalized to the total
ionization probability. Thus the total fraction of ions in

the excited state WBX =
∑M

1 WkBX is evaluated as a
sum of the excitation probabilities WkBX over all laser
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Fig. 5. (a) Domains in the plane v0⊥, t0 contributing to the recollision process during a half of laser period. (b) Dependence of
the ion excitation probability on the electron launch time t0 within one laser period. The laser parameters are the same as in
Figure 3.

half-periods M . A similar approach is applied for the cal-
culation of the average dipole excitation probability (10)
for each half laser period:

PkBX =

∫ (k+1)T/2

kT/2

dt0 pBX(t0)wion(t0)/Wion. (12)

The total dipole excitation probability is calculated then

as PBX =
∑M

1 PkBX .
Figure 5a shows the domains in the plane v0⊥, t0 con-

tributing to the recollision process. Two zones can be
readily identified. A zone of small transverse initial veloc-
ities, v0⊥ < 0.03, where all orbits are returning to the
parent ion, and a “parachute” zone of large transverse
velocities v0⊥ < 0.2, where some trajectories returning
to the origin because of the Coulomb attraction of the
parent ion. This zone is highly structured and exist for
negative launch times (before the field maximum) only.
Even though the size of the second zone is relatively
small it makes a significant contribution to the recollision
probability because of a larger phase volume.

Figure 5b shows that contributions of two consecutive
half periods corresponding to the positive and negative
electric fields are very much similar. The excitation prob-
ability fluctuates strongly as a function of the electron
release time for early electron launches. This is explained
by a complex structure of the phase space shown in panel
(a). The later launch times show a more regular behav-
ior, but the absolute value of the excitation probability is
much smaller. Strong fluctuations of the excitation prob-
ability are also partially due to our assumption of a sharp
cutoff of the excitation cross section. A smoother inter-
polation of the excitation probability would reduce the
fluctuations, but will not affect the final result.

Figure 6 presents a time dependence of the ion exci-
tation probability WkBX and of the dipolar excitation
probability PkBX for three laser intensities. The excita-
tion probability shows a bell-shaped form attaining its
maximum at the maximum of laser intensity. It decreases
monotonously with laser intensity. This decreasing trend
can be understood as follows: the ionization probability is
an exponential function of the laser intensity and thus it

increases faster than the recollision excitation probability,
which depends weakly on the laser field. So, the number of
excited ions increases with the intensity, but slower than
the total number of ions.

The dipolar excitation probability changes sign each
half laser period similarly to the laser electric field. So
the contributions from subsequent half periods partially
cancel out. An incomplete canceling is explained by a
difference between the laser and dipole periods. For this
reason the imaginary part changes sign in the middle of
the pulse in the example shown in panel (c).

3.3 Simulation results

We studied the dependence of the fraction of excited
molecules and of their dipolar moment on the laser wave-
length, intensity, pulse duration and chirp. Following the
conditions of experiment [14], the laser wavelength is var-
ied from 810 to 770 nm, the laser intensity – from 1 to
2× 1014 W/cm2, the pulse duration tlas – from 15 to 50 fs,
and the chirp C – in the range from −1 to 1. The exci-
tation probability WBX and the average dipole moment
PBX are calculated according to equations (11) and (12)
and summed over subsequent semiperiods.

The dependencies of the ionization probability and of
the excitation probability on the laser intensity are shown
in Figure 7a. The ionization probability Wion (violet line)
is an exponential function of the laser intensity and it
increases from 0.3% to 10% when the laser intensity
increases from 1 to 2× 1014 W/cm2. In contrast, the recol-
lision excitation probability WBXrec (green line) is a weak
function of the laser intensity. It decreases from 2.4% to
1.5% in the same laser intensity interval. It is important
to compare the number of excited ions created in recolli-
sions with the direct laser ionization in the excited state
WBXdir, which is shown in panel (a) with a dark blue line.
The trends of two lines are opposite: while the direct ion-
ization probability increases, the probability of recollision
excitation decreases. Thus the recollision process is impor-
tant for laser intensities lower than 2× 1014 W/cm2. The
total recollision probability WBXtot is almost constant in
that laser intensity interval (light blue line). It amounts
to ∼3.5% in that case.
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Fig. 6. (a) Excitation probability WkBX for a half of laser period in function of time (solid lines). Real (b) and imaginary
(c) parts of the dipolar excitation probability in function of time. Laser parameters are: intensity 1 (red), 1.5 (green) and
2 × 1014 W/cm2 (blue), wavelength 800 nm, pulse duration 30 fs and zero chirp. Points corresponding to each half period are
connected by lines for better visibility.

Fig. 7. Dependence of the recollision excitation probability (WBXrec green line), direct ionization-excitation probability (WBXdir

blue line) and the ionization probability (Wion violet) on the laser parameters. Light blue line shows the total excitation
probability WBXtot and red line shows the dipolar excitation probability PBX . (a) Dependence on the laser intensity for the laser
wavelength 800 nm and pulse duration 30 fs. (b) Dependence on the laser wavelength for the laser intensity 1.5×1014 W/cm2 and
pulse duration 30 fs. (c) Dependence on the laser pulse duration for the wavelength 800 nm and laser intensity 1.5× 1014 W/cm2.
(d) Dependence on the laser chirp C for the laser intensity 1.5× 1014 W/cm2, wavelength 800 nm and pulse duration 30 fs. Points
show the simulation results, the lines are traced for better visibility.

The dependencies of the recollision excitation prob-
ability and of the ionization probability on the laser
wavelength are shown in Figure 7b. Both of them decrease
slightly with the laser wavelength similar to the ionization
probability. Such a trend can be explained by the fact
that a pulse of same duration contains a smaller number
of laser periods and consequently smaller ionization and
recollision probabilities. The dependencies of the ioniza-
tion and excitation probability on the laser pulse duration
are shown in Figure 7c. While the ionization probability
increases linearly with the laser pulse duration, the rela-
tive number of excited ions remains the same. Thus the
pulse duration does not affect the excitation probability,
while the total number of excited ions increases linearly
with the laser pulse duration.

A similar conclusion applies to the dependence on the
laser pulse chirp shown in Figure 7d. There is no depen-
dence of the ionization and excitation probabilities on the
chirp sign, but the ionization probability increases with
the chirp, because larger C corresponds to a longer pulse
duration tlas = t0las(C

2 + 1)1/2. Conversely, the excitation
probability remains approximately the same, similarly to
its dependence on the laser pulse duration with zero chirp
as shown in panel (c). For a wavelength of 800 nm and an
intensity 1.5× 1014 W/cm2 the runs with chirps C = ±1
show approximately the same total excitation probability
of 3.5% as in the case of a zero chirp, while the ion-
ization probability increases from 2.6% to 3.7%. These
results show that recollisions make a significant contribu-
tion to the creation of molecular ions in excited states near
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the ionization threshold, but it is a nonresonant process,
which depends weakly on the laser pulse parameters.

We also studied the dependence of the average dipo-
lar moment of the ion in the excited state PBX on
the laser parameters. As the electrons in the subsequent
laser half periods approach the parent ion from oppo-
site directions, their contributions partially cancel out,
and the average dipolar moment excitation probability is
approximately 200 times smaller than the excitation prob-
ability. However, as the interference of the contributions
from the subsequent half cycles depends on the frequency
detuning ∆ω = ω0 − 1

2ωBX , the average dipolar moment
shows characteristic variations in function of the laser
parameters. This effect is discussed in reference [14] exper-
imentally and with a simplified one-dimensional recolli-
sion model. Our three-dimensional model confirms their
results. In the case of exact resonance, ∆ω = 0, the aver-
age dipolar moment is close to zero, which manifests itself
as a very small emission signal. This can be seen in Figure
7b (red line) as a minimum at the wavelength of 785 nm.
Another minimum is found at a larger wavelength of
810 nm for a pulse duration of 30 fs. It corresponds to the
condition of destructive interference reached when ∆ω '
π/t0las in agreement with the experimental result [14].

A non-monotonous dependence of the dipolar moment
excitation probability on the laser pulse duration is
demonstrated in Figure 7c. The laser pulse duration of
25 fs corresponds to the constructive interference of dipo-
lar moments. Shortening or increasing the pulse duration
results in a smaller value of the dipolar moment, which is
directly related to the amplitude of the amplified signal.
The dependence of the dipolar moment on laser intensity
is also non-monotonous. It increases with laser intensity
for Ilas < 1.3 × 1014 W/cm2 and then slightly decreases.
Small variations of PBX on the order of 20–30% are within
the calculation precision. The cancellation of the domi-
nant terms when the contributions from subsequent half
periods are added significantly reduces the accuracy of
the calculation of PBX , which depends also on the exact
laser pulse profile. The dipolar moment shows an evident
decreasing trend as a function of the laser chirp. This
feature merits to be verified in experiments.

4 Conclusion

Our analysis suggests that for typical interaction condi-
tions about 1–10% of the nitrogen gas molecules could be
ionized with the laser pulse. The liberated electrons can
enter in the recollision with parent ions. Modeling of the
quantum divergence of electron cloud moving in the laser
field with multiple electron trajectories shows that about
1–2% of these molecules could be effectively excited due
to the electron recollisions. This estimate agrees well with
the one proposed in the simplified one-dimensional model
[5]. One should, however, note that our quasi-classical
model cannot account for phase correlations in ion exci-
tation in subsequent electron collisions. As the electron
collisions with the same ion are correlated by the laser
field temporal evolution, two subsequent recollisions may
induce an interference between the ground and excited

ionic states for each molecule. This issue requires a spe-
cial quantum-mechanical analysis. However, our simplified
method of calculation of the average dipolar moment
shows a good agreement with the experiment in what
concerns its dependence on the laser pulse duration and
wavelength.

Considering the density of nitrogen molecules of 2 ×
1019 cm−3 in air at normal pressure, we expect the
density of ionized molecules to be on the order of (2–
3)× 1017 cm−3. Having an excitation probability of 3.5%,
we may expect a density of excited nitrogen ions at the
level of 1016 cm−3. For a filament radius of ∼50µm and a
length of 2–4 cm, the total number of excited ions would
be more than 1012. Having the energy of each photon of
∼3 eV, the total energy stored in the excited state in one
filament would be about 0.5µJ. There were about 20 fila-
ments created in the experiment [4], and the total energy
of the amplified signal was 2.6µJ at the wavelength of
428 nm. Thus a relatively small fraction of less than 5%
of nitrogen molecules brought in the excited ionic state
B2Σ+

u is sufficient to account for the energy of the ampli-
fied signal pulse. This fraction of excited ions cannot be
explained by a direct laser excitation, but it is consistent
with the excitation by the recollision process. We empha-
size, however, that no population inversion can be realized
by the recollisions.

The developed approach can be easily extended to
include other competing inelastic processes, the laser pulse
polarization, etc.
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